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 1                THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 2017, 3:00 P.M.
  

 2                             ---oOo---
  

 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'd like to call to order the
  

 4   Public Employees Benefits Program meeting, April 20th, 3:00
  

 5   p.m.  Roll call.
  

 6               MS. PEDROZA:  Ana Andrews.
  

 7               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Here.
  

 8               MS. PEDROZA:  Don Bailey.
  

 9               MEMBER BAILEY:  Here.
  

10               MS. PEDROZA:  Chris Cochran.
  

11               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Here.
  

12               MS. PEDROZA:  Leah Lamborn.
  

13               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Here.
  

14               MS. PEDROZA:  Tom Verducci.
  

15               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Here.
  

16               MS. PEDROZA:  Christine Zack.
  

17               MEMBER ZACK:  Here.
  

18               MS. PEDROZA:  And Member Wells -- Oh, Chair
  

19   Cates.
  

20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Here.
  

21               MS. PEDROZA:  And Members Wells and Garcia have
  

22   been excused.
  

23               MEMBER WELLS:  No.  I'm here.  This is Jim Wells.
  

24   I'm here.
  

25               MS. PEDROZA:  Oh, hi, Jim.  All right.  Jim is
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 1   here.  We have a quorum.
  

 2               CHAIRMAN CATES:  All right.  Thank you.
  

 3               Let's move on to Agenda Item Number 2, public
  

 4   comment.  Do we have any public comment?  Seeing none, I'll
  

 5   close Agenda Item Number 2.
  

 6               Moving to Agenda Item 3, approval of the March
  

 7   23rd, 2017, board meeting action minutes from the April 6th,
  

 8   2017 legislative update teleconference meeting action
  

 9   minutes.  Any discussion on this item?  Hopefully everybody
  

10   got a chance to review them.
  

11               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Mr. Chair, Tom Verducci for the
  

12   record.
  

13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  

14               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  On April 6th, the board action
  

15   on Senate Bill 502, I think maybe we should note that it was
  

16   a four to one vote.  I think that Christine Zack had to
  

17   leave.  We ran over our allocated time.  And I'm not sure if
  

18   it's appropriate that we actually, you know, make note that
  

19   it was a four to one vote.
  

20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, we're all looking a little
  

21   puzzled.  So the meeting minutes that we have are from March
  

22   23rd.  Oh, I'm sorry.  We have both of those.  Oh, I'm sorry.
  

23   I'm looking at the 23rd.  Oh, there's April 6th.  I
  

24   apologize.
  

25               So I'm sorry, Tom.  So you're looking at SB 502
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 1   and --
  

 2               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes.  And I'm not sure if we
  

 3   need to make note of this, but I do recall Christine had to
  

 4   leave.  The meeting was running over.  She had another
  

 5   commitment.  So we had six voting members on all the other
  

 6   motions and when we got to 502 we were down to five members
  

 7   and the vote did pass to oppose the bill four to one with
  

 8   Member Ana Andrews opposing.  But I think it should be noted
  

 9   somewhere there that it did not contain Christine's vote.
  

10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  

11               MR. BELCOURT:  Did somebody abstain?  Chair.
  

12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  

13               MR. BELCOURT:  I'm not if there were only -- Were
  

14   there still six members present when that vote was taken?
  

15   Because that would have been -- And did somebody abstain?  Is
  

16   that why we had a four to one vote?
  

17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I did not vote.
  

18               MEMBER BAILEY:  I wasn't here.
  

19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, you weren't here.  So we
  

20   can say that the motion carried with Member Andrews opposed
  

21   and Member Zack no longer present or something like that.
  

22               MR. BELCOURT:  Chair, I think your -- isn't it
  

23   the rules say that if you vote with a majority -- so your
  

24   vote should have been counted as with the majority.
  

25               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, okay.  Yeah, that's fine.
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 1   I think what Tom's issue is is showing that Christine was no
  

 2   longer here when the vote was taken.  Just note that.  I
  

 3   don't think we have a problem with that.  We're just trying
  

 4   to figure out the right word-smithing.
  

 5               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, it's Christine Zack for
  

 6   the record.  The other thing you could simply do is note the
  

 7   time of the vote, because it does note that I was excused at
  

 8   11:58 a.m.
  

 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  That's fair enough.  That
  

10   keeps it simple.
  

11               Any other discussion?
  

12               MEMBER WELLS:  Mr. Chairman, this is Jim Wells.
  

13   Can we separate the vote?  Because I would prefer to abstain
  

14   on the meeting where I wasn't here.
  

15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure, we can do that.  That was
  

16   the April 6th meeting; correct?
  

17               MEMBER WELLS:  Correct.
  

18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  So do the minutes look good for
  

19   March?  Does anybody want to make a motion to approve the
  

20   March minutes?
  

21               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews.  So moved.
  

22               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.
  

23   Second the motion.
  

24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion and a
  

25   second to approve the action minutes of March 23rd.  Any
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 1   discussion on the motion?  Hearing none, I'll call for a
  

 2   vote.  All of those in favor say aye.
  

 3         (The vote was unanimously in favor of the motion)
  

 4               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Opposed?  Motion carries.
  

 5               Okay.  Action minutes for April 6th.  Anybody
  

 6   care to make a motion or discuss?
  

 7               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  

 8   I'll make the motion that we approve the minutes for the
  

 9   April 6th meeting.
  

10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  With the time noted on SB 502?
  

11               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes, sir.  To correct the
  

12   language changes that we discussed for SB 502.
  

13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Do we have a second?
  

14               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.  I
  

15   second the motion.
  

16               CHAIRMAN CATES:  We have a first and a second.
  

17               MEMBER ANDREWS:  He wasn't here.
  

18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, yeah, you weren't here.  You
  

19   probably shouldn't vote on this.  But thank you for your
  

20   support in keeping this meeting moving along.
  

21               MEMBER BAILEY:  Withdraw.
  

22               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anybody who was present on April
  

23   6th like to second that motion?
  

24               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews.  Second.
  

25               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion and a
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 1   second to accept the action minutes for April 6th with the
  

 2   noted change for SB 502.  Any discussion on the motion?
  

 3   Hearing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in favor say
  

 4   aye.
  

 5               Opposed?  I don't know if everybody voted.
  

 6   Should we do a roll call vote?  I don't know if you can tell
  

 7   who voted.
  

 8               MS. PEDROZA:  Don Bailey.
  

 9               MEMBER BAILEY:  Aye.
  

10               MS. PEDROZA:  Chris Cochran.  Chris Cochran, is
  

11   your phone on mute?
  

12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  We'll just put him as abstain
  

13   and keep going.
  

14               MS. PEDROZA:  Leah Lamborn.
  

15               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Aye.
  

16               MS. PEDROZA:  Christine Zack.
  

17               MEMBER ZACK:  Aye.
  

18               MS. PEDROZA:  Ana Andrews.
  

19               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Aye.
  

20               MS. PEDROZA:  Tom Verducci.
  

21               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Aye.
  

22               MS. PEDROZA:  Jim Wells.
  

23               MEMBER WELLS:  I'm going to abstain.
  

24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Motion carries.  Boy,
  

25   that was difficult just to get some minutes approved.
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 1               Let's close that and move on to Agenda Item
  

 2   Number 4, discussion and possible action regarding 2017
  

 3   legislative bills that may impact PEBP.  Go ahead, Damon.
  

 4               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Damon
  

 5   Haycock for the record.  There was a lot of activity last
  

 6   week, especially on Friday afternoon, the deadline for bills
  

 7   to get out of committee.  Of the bills that PEBP were
  

 8   tracking, five of them actually died.  It's in your handout.
  

 9   They died in committee.  Two died in the assembly.  Three
  

10   died in the senate.  And it appears we will be no longer
  

11   tracking one that we already have been based on the
  

12   amendment.  And I'll go through these rather quickly.
  

13               Ultimately, Mr. Chairman, today I'm looking for a
  

14   position change on Senate Bill 502 if the board so moves, as
  

15   there has been a significant amendment to that bill since the
  

16   last time you discussed it.  And I'm sure you'll go over that
  

17   at the end.
  

18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yep.
  

19               MR. HAYCOCK:  Starting quickly but through this
  

20   handout that you should have in front of you, Assembly Bill
  

21   249, it was amended and passed on Friday, the 14th.  They
  

22   actually took out some of the stuff that didn't adhere to the
  

23   Affordable Care Act as approved today.  So it removed male
  

24   sterilization, roped back in preauthorization and step
  

25   therapy as well as co-pays and co-insurance for members who
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 1   decline therapeutic equivalents.  As an example, folks, if
  

 2   there's a generic equivalent and there is no bad indication,
  

 3   we require our members to utilize that first as a cost saving
  

 4   measure to the plan.  They amended the bill to ensure we
  

 5   could continue to do that.
  

 6               So, therefore, we don't see anything wrong with
  

 7   this bill as amended and we're going to continue to monitor
  

 8   it.  I won't be asking for another position.  You guys
  

 9   previously gave me a position of neutral.  We can always
  

10   revisit at the end, Mr. Chairman, if the board wants to give
  

11   me a new one.
  

12               On AB 331, this bill died.  This was creating the
  

13   Nevada System of Community Colleges.  It did not pass
  

14   committee, and so, therefore, there's no additional action on
  

15   that bill.
  

16               On AB 352, that one also died.  That was getting
  

17   rid of or changing the requirements for preauthorization for
  

18   chronic conditions.  That's the bill that I discussed last
  

19   time where I went and had a meeting and round table with
  

20   various other lobbyists, health plans, Medicaid, the Division
  

21   of Insurance.  We all spoke to a sponsor and he agreed to
  

22   pull the bills because he didn't like the bill as he had
  

23   written it.  So that bill passed -- or excuse me -- died and
  

24   will not be discussed it.
  

25               CHAIRMAN CATES:  You liked it until you hang a
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 1   ten million dollar fiscal note.
  

 2               MR. HAYCOCK:  That happens.
  

 3               Assembly Bill 381, this was the bill that
  

 4   initially was drafted to prevent insurers, i.e., PEBP from
  

 5   moving a prescription drug within tiers from one tier to
  

 6   another or to put all certain types of drugs in to one tier
  

 7   until the beginning of the new plan year.  Of course we often
  

 8   have brand drugs that will have generic equivalents that
  

 9   become available throughout the year and we would miss that
  

10   opportunity for those cost savings.  The bill was amended to
  

11   move those drugs from one tier to another when generics are
  

12   available so that of course it meets with how we handle
  

13   things today.  And it also allows us to remove drugs off the
  

14   formulary mid-year if necessary.  That's to address the
  

15   patient safety issue.  If we find a drug that is harming or
  

16   even killing people even before the FDA pulls it, we can pull
  

17   it.
  

18               It also changed the effective date to July 1,
  

19   2019.  So this thing pushed it out and then we don't really
  

20   have a problem with it.  We don't see that it prevents us
  

21   from managing the plan as we do today.
  

22               AB 382.  AB 382 was a pretty favorable bill
  

23   towards PEBP when it was initially introduced.  That was the
  

24   bill that was supposed to cap out-of-network physicians and
  

25   hospitals reimbursement at 125 percent of Medicaid -- or
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 1   excuse me -- Medicare.  Although it was amended and passed on
  

 2   Friday, last Friday, the 14th, and it now requires us to
  

 3   potentially pay more for out-of-network services and we now
  

 4   have to outsource our decision making to another entity
  

 5   because there was the introduction of mediation, utilizing
  

 6   the governor's consumer health assistance office.
  

 7               So basically the bill now says that if there's an
  

 8   out-of-network provider who provides services to a member,
  

 9   and I'll use PEBP as an example, and they want to charge PEBP
  

10   more than the in-network rate, that PEBP now needs to pay
  

11   them the greater of the average in-network rate for those
  

12   services or 125 percent of Medicare.  And if the provider
  

13   disagrees with this decision, then it goes to mediation that
  

14   both PEBP and the provider have to cost share to the
  

15   governor's consumer health assistance office.  And when
  

16   GOVCHA, for short, makes a decision, it is now binding and we
  

17   are stuck with whatever they come up with.
  

18               We also need to create a reporting mechanism
  

19   quarterly to send in the in-network costs for the services
  

20   covered in the bill to the Division of Insurance or to the
  

21   commissioner who will then somehow create a database of all
  

22   of these confidential pricing mechanisms and then GOVCHA I
  

23   assume would be allowed to go and use that as a backup to the
  

24   decisions that they make during mediation.
  

25               So there's a significant load on PEBP to come up
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 1   with the ability to manage these reporting requirements
  

 2   because today we have -- And I asked both networks -- we have
  

 3   about 20 different contracts within those networks that
  

 4   provide the emergency services that are outlined in this
  

 5   bill.  But they provide those services or those contracts are
  

 6   set with pricing that is either a percentage off of bill
  

 7   charges or a percentage of Medicare or their own stated costs
  

 8   for services but not down to the CPT code perspective.
  

 9               And so just to give you an idea, there's a
  

10   different code for the length of a suture.  So basically if
  

11   we have to report on every code to ensure that we are sharing
  

12   the total cost of emergency services as they are billed to
  

13   us, we're going to have to coordinate with our third party
  

14   administrators, with our networks, and to do this quarterly.
  

15   And this is going to be a pretty heavy load for PEBP since we
  

16   don't traditionally manage the process.
  

17               So we're going to be developing a fiscal note, an
  

18   unsolicited fiscal note to this bill.  I had a meeting
  

19   yesterday set up to meet with a sponsor but she had to cancel
  

20   because floor went late.  And I'm hoping to meet with the
  

21   sponsor next Tuesday.  But we just want to share from PEBP's
  

22   perspective of what type of administrative burden and cost
  

23   that we can expect.  And our initial numbers right now are
  

24   sitting at about half a million dollars a year or more.  So
  

25   we're going to flush that fiscal note out and we'll be able
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 1   to share that with you all as we finalize some of the
  

 2   numbers.  There's still some information that we have
  

 3   outstanding.  But you have provided me a position of neutral
  

 4   already and I plan to just share the impact to PEBP with the
  

 5   sponsor outside of committee and then in committee publically
  

 6   as the bill moves forward from one house to the next.
  

 7               Go ahead, Vice Chair.
  

 8               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record Don Bailey.  I'm
  

 9   just curious about staff numbers.  I mean, this sounds like a
  

10   lot of work and it also sounds like it's going to comprehend
  

11   taking a full staff member.  So how do you feel about that?
  

12               MR. HAYCOCK:  Well, for the record, Damon
  

13   Haycock.  Thank you, Mr. Bailey.  And that's exactly the
  

14   reason why we're submitting a fiscal note as part of that
  

15   half million dollars, we're going to include another staff
  

16   member in to the request to manage this process.
  

17               Our hope, honestly, is that it doesn't move
  

18   forward in its current amended language.  Because if we have
  

19   to handle this administrative burden, imagine everyone else
  

20   does.  And so our networks are going to have to.  Other
  

21   health plans are going to have to.  And if it turns out that
  

22   our HMOs have to, which I believe the bill says they do, then
  

23   that gets reflected back to PEBP in rate increases and
  

24   increased cost.  So the idea is to stop balanced billing.
  

25   But the methodology that this bill -- And if you remember,
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 1   the other bill that we'll give you an update on the senate
  

 2   side, is they're trying to eliminate balanced billing by also
  

 3   mandating a certain payment amount to providers.  So they're
  

 4   trying to solve one problem by pushing the costs over to the
  

 5   health plans.  And it's difficult but I think we can be
  

 6   successful if we're just honest and transparent with the
  

 7   sponsors and say this is what it's going to cost us and this
  

 8   is what it's going to do to our program.
  

 9               MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.  Thank you.
  

10               MR. HAYCOCK:  Moving on to Assembly Bill 408,
  

11   this is basically the replication of the Affordable Care Act
  

12   provisions in case the Affordable Care Act gets repealed and
  

13   replaced.  One of the things that was introduced and approved
  

14   back on Wednesday of last week was that there was an
  

15   amendment by the sponsor who -- it was a conceptual amendment
  

16   that basically said that clarify that the intent of the
  

17   legislation was to maintain the status quo and to not add
  

18   additional requirements.  So I assume the language is going
  

19   to continue to be massaged through the legislative process.
  

20   But it's meant to just protect those certain benefits that
  

21   are provided to Nevadans today through the Affordable Care
  

22   Act and not to add additional burden or cost.  We don't
  

23   believe that there's any new position or new issue.  We
  

24   didn't have a problem with this bill and neither did the
  

25   board the last two times we presented it.
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 1               Senate Bill 80, Patrick Cates' first bill, died
  

 2   on the vine.
  

 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Department of Administration's
  

 4   bill.
  

 5               MR. HAYCOCK:  Department of Administration's
  

 6   bill.
  

 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Did not pass its deadline.
  

 8               MR. HAYCOCK:  Did not pass its deadline.  We all
  

 9   know that it was replaced with another bill that we'll talk
  

10   about later.  So we will no longer be tracking and presenting
  

11   on Senate Bill 80.
  

12               Senate Bill 139, this is the patient-centered
  

13   medical home bill.  It was amended and passed back in late
  

14   March.  There's no updates to this bill that we have.  It's
  

15   still -- Actually let me back that up.  There is one change.
  

16   I did notice in the amendment it appears that they wrote PEBP
  

17   out of the bill.  The section that was specific to our
  

18   statute and our self-insured plan of benefits was crossed out
  

19   in the amendment, which I don't know why, because we didn't
  

20   have a problem once they took the requirement for incentives
  

21   out and they made it a may situation.  I don't believe that
  

22   this means that if we want to incentivize patient-centered
  

23   medical homes that we can't.  It just says that now we don't
  

24   have to, may, if that makes any sense.
  

25               So I don't believe that we're going to be
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 1   reporting on this bill any longer.  We're going to continue
  

 2   to track it, but we're going to take it off the legislative
  

 3   tracking for these meetings unless they write us back in to
  

 4   the bill.
  

 5               Senate Bill 233, this is the, again, the certain
  

 6   Affordable Care Act types of protections on the senate side,
  

 7   especially when it pertains to contraceptives.  What they did
  

 8   basically is the same thing on the assembly side.  They took
  

 9   out certain requirements like the male sterilization.  But
  

10   they did put instead of a 12-month requirement to start off
  

11   with an initial three month, then the balance of the plan
  

12   year, and then 12 months in subsequent years.  We didn't have
  

13   an issue with this because we -- I mean, there's a little bit
  

14   of a concern if someone gets a 12-month supply and loses it
  

15   mid-year, who pays for it if they want to get a refill.  But
  

16   that's something that I think other lobbyists and the health
  

17   plans are talking about this bill with a sponsor are
  

18   addressing.  We've already made that statement and we'll make
  

19   it again when it moves over to the assembly.  But other than
  

20   that, we don't think there's really going to be an impact to
  

21   PEBP, especially, fiscally or operationally.
  

22               Senate Bill 265 is -- was a waiver was granted on
  

23   April 13th.  This is the one that is supposed to deal with
  

24   the ever-increasing cost of diabetes drugs and the
  

25   transparency reporting requirements in the bill for
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 1   manufacturers and for health plans to report on those
  

 2   increases.  And if there is sizeable increases over a
  

 3   specific index then there's supposed to be rebates that go
  

 4   back to the participant.  I spoke at length and many e-mails
  

 5   at night with the bill sponsor who has amended and re-amended
  

 6   and re-amended and there's another mock up that hasn't been
  

 7   announced on NELIS yet.  But it appears from all of the
  

 8   language that she has put in to this bill that we can still
  

 9   maintain our normal manufacturer rebates, which was our
  

10   initial concern fiscally, that we would have to revert those
  

11   back to the participants and that we could if we want either
  

12   assist members or do it ourselves, also go after additional
  

13   rebates if they exceed that index.  And so I think it's a
  

14   decent bill.  It doesn't seem to harm PEBP at this point.
  

15   And so the position of neutral is fair.  The fiscal note no
  

16   longer will apply.  But we don't want to pull anything until
  

17   we see something announced in NELIS.
  

18               Senate Bill 289, this is the other out-of-network
  

19   bill that we're not a huge fan of.  You guys opposed it and I
  

20   would like to continue with that position.  There hasn't been
  

21   any new updates since our last meeting.  It was referred to
  

22   senate finance and I haven't seen or heard that it has gone
  

23   through.  Again, this is the bill that is trying to set a
  

24   specific payment scale for health plans to include PEBP to
  

25   pay out-of-network physicians and out-of-network hospitals
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 1   for services much higher than we negotiate today.  And so we
  

 2   are in opposition of it.  And as the board is in opposition
  

 3   of it, there is no additional update.  But this bill still is
  

 4   not favorable to PEBP.
  

 5               SB 366, this was the bill that initially drafted,
  

 6   and I think Ms. Lamborn was a fan of this one, where we would
  

 7   receive specific utilization reporting and data from our
  

 8   health maintenance organizations or other contracted fully
  

 9   insured program that PEBP utilizes.  And then the sponsor
  

10   wrote us out of the bill.  I didn't even ask to be written
  

11   out of the bill, but she did.  And so that thing no longer
  

12   affects PEBP.  We'll watch it in case they decide to write us
  

13   back in.  But we're no longer going to be reporting on it
  

14   because it doesn't affect us.
  

15               SB 394, this is that full Affordable Care Act
  

16   protection bill on the senate side not just the contraceptive
  

17   side.  We are already performing these services.  They
  

18   amended it and passed it back on last Wednesday.  And
  

19   interestingly enough they added in the amendment to require a
  

20   health maintenance organization to provide data to a group
  

21   purchaser who files a request.  So it's as if they took the
  

22   bill from the other sponsor, took out the reporting
  

23   requirements, and moved it over to this one.
  

24               We already have reporting requirements in our
  

25   contracts with our HMOs that go in to detail, much more
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 1   detail now than they have in prior years, in prior contracts,
  

 2   so we're getting monthly data sent to our consultants at Aon
  

 3   to crunch the numbers on utilization and claims.  And so we
  

 4   feel that this is kind of redundant for PEBP.  But other than
  

 5   that, this bill seems to protect the Affordable Care Act,
  

 6   which is what we do today in our plan benefits.
  

 7               SB 404, this bill was to deal with getting rid of
  

 8   pre-authorization or step therapy for stage four cancers or
  

 9   metastatic cancers.  And it did pass committee, so it's gone,
  

10   and we won't be reporting on this one either.
  

11               SB 436 basically was the PEBP killer bill.  That
  

12   was the 25 percent of all of our policies needed to have a
  

13   pharmacy co-pay, which would have eliminated our ability to
  

14   have an HSA on our consumer-driven health plan.  That bill
  

15   died as well.  It didn't come out of committee.  So we don't
  

16   have to worry about that one and we won't be reporting on
  

17   that one anymore.
  

18               And last but not least, I will turn over Senate
  

19   Bill 502 to Chairman Cates to discuss the amendment that did
  

20   pass last Friday.  And then I would like to get a motion for
  

21   a position.
  

22               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Very good.  Thank you, Damon.
  

23               So, as Damon said, on Friday an amendment was
  

24   passed, passed out of committee, for SB 502.  It represented
  

25   a consensus position for the administrative, RPEN, AFSCME,
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 1   and Nevada Faculty Alliance.
  

 2               We spent a lot of time talking first about SB 80
  

 3   and then SB 502.  I spent a lot of time walking the halls of
  

 4   the legislature.  We discussed it quite a bit in this venue
  

 5   here.
  

 6               And at the last meeting the board voted to oppose
  

 7   SB 502 as drafted.  So I got the message loud and clear that
  

 8   the proposal was not -- not looked upon favorably by a lot of
  

 9   people.  So I went back to the drawing board and reached out
  

10   to RPEN and AFSCME and they were very, very gracious and
  

11   worked with me and we spent a lot of time negotiating points
  

12   of this over several days and over the weekend, different
  

13   drafts back and forth, and I think we arrived at a pretty
  

14   good consensus that everybody was happy with.
  

15               The provisions in the amendment, it is posted on
  

16   line, there's several things that this amendment does.  One
  

17   of the things that I think has been very important to this
  

18   board is it keeps both the deferred comp committee and the
  

19   PEBP board governing boards with fiduciary responsibility for
  

20   the programs, so the advisory language is removed.  I think
  

21   that's very important.  In the case of deferred compensation,
  

22   the deferred compensation program actually would come in the
  

23   Department of Administration.  Again, the committee would
  

24   still have fiduciary responsibility and the executive officer
  

25   would be appointed by the director of administration.
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 1               The language that was in NRS 333 and associated
  

 2   language in 287 about procurement and RFPs, that language
  

 3   will still be removed as in the original bill, but it is
  

 4   replaced with some language that deals with the board's
  

 5   ability to participate in RFPs and allows a majority of board
  

 6   members to participate in the evaluations of proposals and
  

 7   allows them to do so in a closed meeting, which addresses the
  

 8   majority of my concerns around the HMO procurements that
  

 9   we've talked about previously.  And it still gives the board
  

10   the opportunity to participate but do so in a way that's
  

11   governed by safe purchasing in NRS 333.  So I'm pretty
  

12   satisfied with that.  We have that language both for the PEBP
  

13   board and for deferred comp.
  

14               The other changes to the board itself, to the
  

15   PEBP board, there's some composition changes in this
  

16   amendment.  First of all, the local government position is
  

17   replaced with a second NSHE position, which was one of the
  

18   key things that the administration wanted to get out of this
  

19   bill.  Let me get to that section and make sure I don't miss
  

20   anything here.
  

21               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Section 15.
  

22               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, here it is.  I'm sorry.  I
  

23   went right by it.  Okay.  So two members for -- We still have
  

24   ten members.  There's no change in the total number of
  

25   members.  Two members appointed employed by the Nevada System
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 1   of Higher Education, one in the north, one in the south.
  

 2   That's new language.  Two members for retirees.  That
  

 3   language is unchanged.  Two members for state employees with
  

 4   additional language added that they have to be in a
  

 5   classified service.  Local government representative removed.
  

 6   The one member who is employed by the state in a managerial
  

 7   capacity, there was just some additional language added to
  

 8   that and changed from references to portfolio investment
  

 9   strategies, replacing that with group insurance, health care
  

10   administration, just kind of tweaking how people could
  

11   qualify for that and I think making it a little more specific
  

12   to the program.
  

13               And then E, two members who have substantial and
  

14   demonstrated experience in risk management, et cetera.
  

15   Again, removal of portfolio investment strategies, replacing
  

16   with group insurance program, health care administration,
  

17   that kind of language.
  

18               Governor's office of finance director.  That is
  

19   replaced with the director of the Department of
  

20   Administration.
  

21               And so that means we end up with basically two
  

22   NSHE members, two retirees, two classified employees, two
  

23   managers, and two basically experts, not necessarily state
  

24   employees.
  

25               I'm pretty satisfied with that.  Like I said, the
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 1   only thing that we were looking for is to put the second NSHE
  

 2   member in.  Having the director of the Department of
  

 3   Administration as a permanent member I think is a pretty good
  

 4   compromise to getting towards that total employee
  

 5   compensation package kind of recognizes a special
  

 6   relationship there between the program and the Department of
  

 7   Administration.
  

 8               There were also some changes to the
  

 9   qualifications of applicants -- board members regarding
  

10   having degrees.  Instead of an advanced degree, language was
  

11   added allowing a Bachelor's.  And it also includes things
  

12   like medicine and actuarial science, just to give us a little
  

13   more broader pool of people to serve on the board.
  

14               And the last big piece is the quality control
  

15   officer.  Getting the board out of that supervisory role was
  

16   important to me.  The compromise that we came up with was to
  

17   have the director of administration actually appoint the
  

18   quality control officer and then in exchange for that the
  

19   reference of the executive officer having to come to the
  

20   board in order to appoint or dismiss the quality control
  

21   officer.  That language is removed.  So basically the
  

22   director of administration becomes that gatekeeper rather
  

23   than the board proper.
  

24               I think that's about it.  Hopefully everybody has
  

25   had a chance to look at that.  And I would sure like your
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 1   support for my bill.  At least not opposition.
  

 2               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  

 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes, sir.
  

 4               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Chairman Cates, I wanted to
  

 5   personally thank you for the work that you have done and the
  

 6   compromising to get RPEN and AFSCME on board with these
  

 7   changes here.  And I think these are very, very positive
  

 8   changes.  And I think if this bill did not go through, we
  

 9   would be back to where we were.  And there's a lot that comes
  

10   out of this.  And I personally in my position I'm very
  

11   supportive of it.
  

12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  

13               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  You're quite welcome,
  

14   Mr. Chairman.
  

15               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, this is Christine Zack
  

16   for the record.
  

17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  

18               MEMBER ZACK:  I would like to ask Damon a
  

19   question.  Damon, are you looking for a neutral position then
  

20   on this one like you are -- like we did with the vast
  

21   majority of the rest of the bills we were tracking?
  

22               MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  

23   Thank you, Ms. Zack.  I think with the amount of effort and
  

24   coordination that went in to the development of the final
  

25   amendment that was passed last Friday that it would show a
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 1   great solidarity if the board was for this bill as it was
  

 2   cleared through all various stakeholders.  And I think it
  

 3   sends a message to the legislature that not only is this an
  

 4   important process but that in the spirit of working together
  

 5   that we can come up with something that everyone can live
  

 6   with.  And I think in this instance I would depart from my
  

 7   normal recommendation and suggest that this board vote in
  

 8   favor of Senate Bill 502 as amended.
  

 9               MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you, Damon.
  

10               MEMBER BAILEY:  Mr. Chair.
  

11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  

12               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.  I
  

13   know we opposed it in the beginning.  But I have to admire
  

14   the way RPEN and the other units met with the administration.
  

15   The administration was willing to sit down at the table.  And
  

16   that's what good negotiations are all about.  And I can see
  

17   no harm to either side in the amendment.  And so I would
  

18   support it.
  

19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.  Any other
  

20   discussion?
  

21               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair.
  

22               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  

23               MEMBER COCHRAN:  This is Chris Cochran.  Just a
  

24   couple of observations on the NSHE appointment since it
  

25   mentions two NSHE appointments.  Technically don't we already
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 1   have two NSHE appointments on the board since Rosalie is on
  

 2   the board and I'm on the board?  Does that represent two
  

 3   appointments from NSHE or does Rosalie -- Because, you know,
  

 4   I mean, I am now the NSHE appointment, I guess, and I don't
  

 5   remember which role Rosalie covers.  But she obviously works
  

 6   for UNLV.  So that might technically make her an NSHE
  

 7   appointment.
  

 8               So that means that one of us will have to step
  

 9   down to -- I'm assuming the goal is to have two NSHE
  

10   appointments, one from -- Did I hear this properly -- the
  

11   north and one from the south or did it matter?  Two NSHE
  

12   system employees, because -- I mean, appointments because
  

13   that could include people from the state colleges, the
  

14   community colleges, et cetera.
  

15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah.  The language -- The new
  

16   language that was added says one such member shall reside in
  

17   northern Nevada and the other member must reside in southern
  

18   Nevada.
  

19               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  So am I correct in
  

20   assuming that one of us will be no longer on the board?
  

21               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  

22   Dr. Cochran, right now Rosalie Garcia sits in the position as
  

23   employee representer or representative and she is not in the
  

24   position as representing NSHE or as representing the local
  

25   government, which is the position that is being replaced.  So
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 1   technically, I mean, as long as she's classified, she will
  

 2   meet the requirements of this bill.  I do know that there are
  

 3   certain appointments that are coming up for reappointment.  I
  

 4   don't know if folks are interested or going to continue.  So
  

 5   I don't know if this will be an issue, Dr. Cochran.  But
  

 6   right now, technically speaking, she represents employees and
  

 7   we would need to get a new northern Nevada NSHE member, not
  

 8   necessarily in replacement of but in addition to what is on
  

 9   the board today.
  

10               MEMBER WELLS:  This is Jim Wells.  If I remember
  

11   correctly, Ms. Garcia is a professional employee, not a
  

12   classified.  So the new language for the classified service I
  

13   believe she's administrative faculty, which is professional.
  

14   She wouldn't qualify under that language.
  

15               MR. HAYCOCK:  Damon Haycock for the record.  Yes,
  

16   Director Wells, I believe you are correct, and that she would
  

17   no longer meet the qualifications for that board position as
  

18   she currently sits in it.
  

19               MEMBER WELLS:  And in keeping with the line of
  

20   thought of having one in northern Nevada and one in southern,
  

21   is there a reason why that was specific to NSHE and not
  

22   included for the retirees and the classified service?
  

23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I don't know.  That's language
  

24   that came from our partners and I'm not sure what the
  

25   rationale is.  Do you want to say anything?  If it's okay
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 1   with the board, I think we'll just go ahead and open it up
  

 2   for public comment.  Priscilla Maloney is here.  Maybe she
  

 3   can help answer some of that.
  

 4               MS. MALONEY:  Good afternoon to the board.
  

 5   Priscilla Maloney representing the AFSCME retirees.  And to
  

 6   my right here is Terri Laird representing RPEN.
  

 7               I was not part -- What we did, just to give you a
  

 8   teeny bit of background here, the primary negotiating team,
  

 9   if you will, on this bill was myself from AFSCME retirees,
  

10   and then I was also specifically tasked by the lobbying team
  

11   from the AFSCME actives to represent them as well.  And then
  

12   Marlene Lockard, who is the advocacy representative for RPEN,
  

13   and then Dr. Kent Ervin from UNR who is representing the
  

14   Nevada Faculty Alliance.  And he would be right here but he's
  

15   over in the building doing other things.
  

16               So what we tried to do was delegate and parse out
  

17   the parts of this amendment that were specific to somebody's
  

18   background.  For instance, Dr. Ervin is on the deferred comp
  

19   board.  So whereas he was not at all times representing the
  

20   deferred comp board, he had a lot of expertise to bring to
  

21   those parts of this amendment.
  

22               So specifically at the top of page four of the
  

23   amendment, and I'm looking at the one that was submitted, and
  

24   I know we're still looking to see if it is even on NELIS yet,
  

25   but this would be lines one to four, top of page four.  So I
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 1   assume your board packet is numbered as I am reading from
  

 2   there.
  

 3               I can't speak for Marlene Lockard or Dr. Ervin as
  

 4   to what their thinking was, but I can certainly make an
  

 5   argument as being party to all of these conversations that we
  

 6   were trying to recognize our two major centers of learning at
  

 7   the higher level at NSHE.  And I think that that was probably
  

 8   some of the reasoning behind that.
  

 9               So to Mr. Wells' question as to why the other
  

10   members -- Well, in the past we haven't broken it down.  This
  

11   was unique to this piece, the NSHE piece.  And, again, I'm
  

12   kind of guessing -- Ms. Laird is going to jump in here too on
  

13   what Dr. Ervin and Ms. Lockard were taking when they
  

14   specifically called out we'll have one from north and one
  

15   from south.  Do you have anything to add?
  

16               MS. LAIRD:  Unfortunately -- This is Terri Laird,
  

17   executive director of RPEN.  I'm sorry I wasn't able to
  

18   participate.  I was traveling for work in Las Vegas.
  

19               But I can address the concern with regards to
  

20   getting parody between the north and the south I think is a
  

21   good thing.  With regards to if it was to take effect for the
  

22   retiree rep, for instance, we already have that.  We have one
  

23   from the north and from the south currently.  So I don't see
  

24   a problem.  And I'm sure that Marlene as our lead lobbyist
  

25   wouldn't have an objection if that was stipulated in the
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 1   language if that would make anybody and everybody happy.
  

 2               But, as I said, I wasn't there, but I know that
  

 3   Kent Ervin is very active in attending these meetings and I
  

 4   don't think he was -- he was taken off guard, I believe, by
  

 5   the fact that they were adding a second person from NSHE.  I
  

 6   know that from hearing him talk previously.  He's not
  

 7   objecting to it at all.  But I know that he was -- he didn't
  

 8   know where that came from himself.  So I don't know about the
  

 9   difference between north and south.  I have no idea.
  

10               MS. MALONEY:  This is Priscilla Maloney again for
  

11   the record.  Going a little bit farther down on that page to
  

12   Subsection C of this section, and this is the section that
  

13   quotes NRS 287.041 on board composition.  Specifically, I was
  

14   involved with lines seven to nine, those particular
  

15   requirements.  And our thinking was -- And I want to give a
  

16   shout out to Ms. Lockard who suggested this with her
  

17   extensive background in state service.  You know, she's had
  

18   quite a career in state service.  Was that if we added the
  

19   term classified service that that would ensure that we would
  

20   have a voice from folks who are not necessarily the
  

21   possessors of a Ph.D. or a Master's or what have you.  Some
  

22   of our line staff.
  

23               And then as far as what Ms. Laird said, I would
  

24   just echo it with the same analogy that she made with the
  

25   retired members selection language in Subsection B.  So in
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 1   Subsection C, again, we did not change the existing statute
  

 2   right now as language about appointed by the governor upon
  

 3   consideration of any recommendation of organizations that
  

 4   represent state employees.  Again, same exact reasoning,
  

 5   which is those organizations would have the option of saying
  

 6   shall we have someone from the north and someone from the
  

 7   south.  So it's baked in to the existing statute.
  

 8               And our main concern about adding classified
  

 9   service -- And again, I thank Ms. Lockard for this -- was
  

10   that we want to make sure that the board is not so top heavy
  

11   in managerial type folks that the regular line staff in state
  

12   service don't have a chance of serving on this board.  And
  

13   that was the idea.  So I'll stand for any questions and I'm
  

14   sure Ms. Laird will too.
  

15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Is there anything
  

16   else you would like to cover in the bill besides just area?
  

17               MS. LAIRD:  I would just like to comment for the
  

18   record that we appreciate your willingness to work with us
  

19   certainly on this.  Because, as testified during your last
  

20   legislative meeting, and it was brought up I know by the
  

21   group that met with you last week that we worked in 2013 hard
  

22   to get a second retiree.  So we're appreciative of keeping
  

23   that in there.  So that's what I'd like to add.  Thank you.
  

24               MS. MALONEY:  And I would like to add that as
  

25   well.  This was a very pleasant experience and from a recent
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 1   press release I saw from the governor was wishing for more
  

 2   bipartisan bills that this was, I like to think, an example
  

 3   of what the governor is looking for this session.  So thank
  

 4   you.  I'm sorry.  That's Priscilla Maloney for the record on
  

 5   that.
  

 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  

 7               Any other discussion?
  

 8               MEMBER WELLS:  This is Jim Wells again.  And
  

 9   frankly I'm very appreciative of adding the classified
  

10   service because I think the classified service has been
  

11   under-represented on the board for as far back as I can
  

12   remember.  And so actually I'm appreciative of actually
  

13   putting the classified service in there.
  

14               But I just would prefer that if we're going to
  

15   start breaking the north and south that we do it -- because
  

16   frankly both of our retirees are from the north right now
  

17   that -- Mr. Bailey and -- Who's the other one?  Ms. Lamborn
  

18   are both from the north.  So right now we have two northern
  

19   retirees.  At times in the past we've had -- it's been kind
  

20   of all over the place.  But the non-state employees group
  

21   right now is split between north and south.  That hasn't
  

22   always been the case.  There's been times where it's been
  

23   both from the south.
  

24               I just don't understand the rush now behind
  

25   putting specifically for the NSHE faculty one in the north
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 1   and one in the south if we're not doing it for any of the
  

 2   other groups.
  

 3               MS. MALONEY:  I'd like to, if possible, take a
  

 4   stab at more explanation.
  

 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.  Go ahead.
  

 6               MS. MALONEY:  So Priscilla Maloney for the
  

 7   record.  Mr. Wells, one thought to think about, and I'm
  

 8   assuming you're looking at the same numbers, pagination and
  

 9   such, as I am.  If you look at the section, which is
  

10   Subsection A which starts at the bottom of three at lines 38
  

11   to 40, again, upon consideration of any recommendations of
  

12   organizations that represent employees in NSHE, that same
  

13   language is basically in Subsection B and C, upon
  

14   consideration of organizations that represent those groups.
  

15               So I guess what I would suggest is that I don't
  

16   think it hurts to have that.  But we could certainly -- if we
  

17   had to revisit it, I suppose, but we're hoping to move this
  

18   bill along.  But I think you're already covered in the same
  

19   language in A and B and C, which is the original -- the
  

20   recommendation is going to come from those three categories
  

21   of organizations.  That's just my suggestion.
  

22               MEMBER WELLS:  This is Jim Wells again.  And I
  

23   understand that, and you're right, they all have -- And I am
  

24   looking at the same version that you are.  And they all do
  

25   say upon consideration of recommendation.  But only the NSHE
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 1   talks about having to have one person in the north and one
  

 2   person in the south.
  

 3               MS. LAIRD:  If I might add, Terri Laird, for the
  

 4   record, RPEN.  Again, as I mentioned earlier, we would not
  

 5   object, I don't believe, because a large contingent of our
  

 6   members is located in the south.  So I know Don Bailey --
  

 7               MEMBER WELLS:  And I think that's going to be my
  

 8   point.  I mean, we have a fairly large contingent of
  

 9   everybody in the south, retirees and active both.
  

10               MS. LAIRD:  Terri Laird again.  As I said, we
  

11   wouldn't object to having north and south on the board.  So
  

12   that's all I'm trying to say, and that would make it easier
  

13   to swallow.  I don't know.
  

14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah.  It's certainly a little
  

15   inconsistent.  I guess that's the nature of sausage making,
  

16   that the person who wrote that section was involved with NSHE
  

17   and put that provision in there.  I'm kind of good either
  

18   way, whatever the legislature is willing to pass.  It doesn't
  

19   matter -- That point doesn't matter too much to me
  

20   personally.  It would be more consistent that way for sure.
  

21               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Well, Mr. Chair, should we with
  

22   board want to make a recommendation to that point?  Because
  

23   I'm still coming back to the issue potentially either Rosalie
  

24   or I will be off the board assuming this gets passed and
  

25   approved, which means we lose a member of the board in the
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 1   south.  And, you know, I think we're all in agreement that
  

 2   the south is -- not that there's anything wrong with the
  

 3   north.  But that the south is under-represented on the board.
  

 4   And considering that we do -- I think the split of employees
  

 5   is probably close to 50/50 north and south, you know.
  

 6   Certainly we would want -- And since plans that we have
  

 7   differ by north and south, I think there needs to be, you
  

 8   know, closer representation representing, you know, the
  

 9   entire state.
  

10               So I guess my recommendation would be whatever we
  

11   report back that we may want to look at adding language to
  

12   specify other areas where we have a representative from both
  

13   the north and from the south.
  

14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any other discussion or
  

15   motions?
  

16               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Mr. Chair, this is Tom
  

17   Verducci.  I'm ready to make a motion that we support SB 502
  

18   as amended.
  

19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Do I
  

20   have a second?
  

21               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.  I
  

22   second that motion.
  

23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  We have a motion and a second.
  

24   Any discussion on the motion?
  

25               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Well, this is Chris Cochran
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 1   again.  So the consideration that I put in there about adding
  

 2   language about assuring that membership is -- that the south
  

 3   has the same type of representation -- that we appoint if
  

 4   we're going to have two people from any types of the same
  

 5   organizations that one should be from the north and one
  

 6   should be from the south, not just NSHE.  Should we have
  

 7   language or recommend language as part of this motion?
  

 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I don't think it was part of
  

 9   Tom's motion, unless he wants to amend it.
  

10               MEMBER COCHRAN:  That's why I'm asking.  That's
  

11   why I'm raising the point.
  

12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Certainly even if it's not in
  

13   the motion Damon could discuss it.  It's up to Tom if he
  

14   wants to amend his motion.  I'm a little -- I don't have a
  

15   problem with that language.  But my only concern is we got
  

16   this language through one house and if we tweak it even for
  

17   small things then it's got to go back to reconciliation
  

18   between the two houses and it could just procedurally we
  

19   could not get across the finish line.  That would be my only
  

20   concern.  I don't object in concept to it.  It just might be
  

21   a little difficult.  But that's up to Tom, it's his motion,
  

22   if he wants to clarify that.
  

23               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Mr. Chairman, Tom Verducci for
  

24   the record.  Just a point of discussion and this could always
  

25   be amended.  But how about dropping the language the north
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 1   versus south and just keep everything on an equal playing
  

 2   field and then the best board member will be picked?  Because
  

 3   in the future people are going to change and there could be
  

 4   somebody that we're restricting from being on the board
  

 5   because we have that rule now north and south.  So perhaps it
  

 6   could be an amended motion that we support 502 but we would
  

 7   wish to drop the language that differentiates the NSHE member
  

 8   from the north and the south.
  

 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  So are you withdrawing your
  

10   first motion or amending it I should say?
  

11               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Mr. Chairman, Tom Verducci.
  

12   That would be an amendment to my initial motion.
  

13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Does the second agree
  

14   with that?
  

15               MEMBER BAILEY:  Not really.  Because I think it's
  

16   going to send it back to the two houses and then we're going
  

17   to be hung up again.
  

18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah.  It's kind of the same
  

19   dilemma.  Any language that you vote to change now that it's
  

20   gone through one house is just going to make it very
  

21   difficult to get anything approved.  Again, it's up to the
  

22   board.  But I would just be very cautious about that.
  

23   Especially -- I mean it's -- I don't want to say it's minor
  

24   details, because this is how people are appointed.  But
  

25   overall for the bill I think it's fairly minor in my mind.
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 1               MEMBER WELLS:  Technically it's only passed out
  

 2   of committee.  It hasn't passed out of first house yet.
  

 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  That's right.
  

 4               MEMBER WELLS:  But either way, I would recommend
  

 5   that even if we go with the initial language that the
  

 6   testimony by Mr. Haycock be representative that the board
  

 7   believes that there should be a representative split between
  

 8   the north and the south on the board.
  

 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, I think that's fair.
  

10               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.  Well, Tom Verducci for
  

11   the record.  So I'll go back to my original motion to support
  

12   SB 502 as amended.
  

13               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.  I
  

14   agree with that.
  

15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion and a
  

16   second to support SB 502 as amended.  Further discussion on
  

17   the motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  Let's do a
  

18   roll call vote.
  

19               MS. PEDROZA:  Ana Andrews.
  

20               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Aye.
  

21               MS. PEDROZA:  Chris Cochran.
  

22               MEMBER COCHRAN:  I had my phone on mute, so I
  

23   didn't get a chance to make a comment.  So I would like to
  

24   abstain for right now.
  

25               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
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 1               MS. PEDROZA:  Leah Lamborn.
  

 2               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Aye.
  

 3               MS. PEDROZA:  Christine Zack.
  

 4               MEMBER ZACK:  Aye.
  

 5               MS. PEDROZA:  Jim Wells.
  

 6               MEMBER WELLS:  Aye.
  

 7               MS. PEDROZA:  Don Bailey.
  

 8               MEMBER BAILEY:  Aye.
  

 9               MS. PEDROZA:  Tom Verducci.
  

10               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Aye.
  

11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  The motion carries.  Thank you
  

12   very much.  I feel so much better now.  Much better than last
  

13   week.
  

14               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Hard work pays off.
  

15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead, Damon.
  

16               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.  So
  

17   this would conclude my overview of all of the bills.  But I
  

18   didn't want to take any opportunity away from the board to
  

19   change a position on any of the bills that we went over.  So
  

20   Mr. Chairman, if there's any bills that the board would like
  

21   to change their position or give me additional information, I
  

22   think now is the appropriate time.
  

23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.  Thank you.  Anybody have
  

24   any questions for -- or comments for Damon along those lines?
  

25               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  

 2               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  I would like to go back to AB
  

 3   382.  It just seems that there are so many issues that
  

 4   doesn't really work for PEBP.  And I could see this really
  

 5   increasing premium costs and PEBP not being able to make a
  

 6   decision that works best for our group or having to accept
  

 7   what other providers are offering.  And it could have a huge
  

 8   fiscal impact.  And I kind of see us going from neutral to
  

 9   opposition on this, on 382.  I just don't really see it
  

10   benefitting PEBP membership.  It would be nice to see the
  

11   language change that does not require PEBP to be part of 382.
  

12   Those are my thoughts.
  

13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead, Ana.
  

14               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.  I
  

15   believe Damon stated earlier that he is hoping to meet with
  

16   the bill sponsor so that they can discuss the fiscal impact.
  

17   So should we not give him that chance before we decide to go
  

18   gung-ho and oppose it?
  

19               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.  I
  

20   was very impressed with how lawmakers did listen to our
  

21   positions on the other bills.  But I would like to make a
  

22   statement that if we took opposition to AB 382 and would
  

23   allow Damon to get in front of the lawmakers and legislators
  

24   and let them know what the issues are and why we oppose it
  

25   and hopefully they'll be able to get PEBP out from the
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 1   requirement that the current language has.
  

 2               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I would certainly recognize that
  

 3   the newest language is more of greater concern than the
  

 4   original language.  What are your thoughts, Damon?
  

 5               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.  I
  

 6   do appreciate the strength in which the board comes out on
  

 7   bills that we are either for or against.  I will say this, I
  

 8   know what this bill is intending to do.  It's intending to
  

 9   protect Nevadans from balanced billing from out-of-network
  

10   emergency services.  So you get in a car accident, you end up
  

11   getting taken to the hospital and you're on a med flight, and
  

12   all of a sudden you get surprised with a $30,000 bill.  And I
  

13   think that's what this bill is intended to do.
  

14               I do know that the sponsor had an initial pretty
  

15   straightforward way to handle it and that she ended up having
  

16   to meet with a lot of those that were against this bill, the
  

17   other either health plans or providers or what have you.  And
  

18   so similar to what Chairman Cates came up with, with a
  

19   compromise, I think this is her version of it as it stands
  

20   today.
  

21               I would like an opportunity to at least share
  

22   from our perspective.  Because I think we have information
  

23   that she is unaware of.  Most folks don't realize that PEBP
  

24   is really good at negotiating with out-of-network providers.
  

25   We will beat some of these price ceilings or price floors
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 1   that are in some of these bills.  We pay out-of-network
  

 2   physicians on average somewhere between 110 and 115 percent
  

 3   of Medicare in southern Nevada.  I mean, that blows away 125
  

 4   percent.  And when I -- I've shared that statistic with a
  

 5   couple of legislators so far and they were amazed that we
  

 6   could do so much better than 125 percent of Medicare in
  

 7   certain circumstances.
  

 8               So I think kind of an educational session to
  

 9   present and then if it turns out that the sponsor is still
  

10   dead set on it then my always fall-back response is write
  

11   PEBP out of the bill so we can continue to manage our plan.
  

12   And then if they don't write PEBP out of the bill, then I
  

13   think we come out strong against it.  But I will still be
  

14   able to share whether I'm in opposition or the neutral
  

15   section of the testimony at the table all of our concerns
  

16   with what this will cost.
  

17               And I don't know who's followed the legislature,
  

18   if you watch it as much as I do.  But someone from the
  

19   Division of Human Research Management, the administrator,
  

20   Peter Long, came out and there was a bill and he very calmly
  

21   shared that he would need to hire another position.  And he
  

22   didn't seem like he was truly negative on it.  But this is
  

23   kind of cause and effect.
  

24               And I think that really sends an important
  

25   message of collaboration with the legislation but also, hey,
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 1   we're going to have to hire some folks to make this happen.
  

 2   And, you know, we're going to give some worst case scenarios,
  

 3   but right now our out-of-network emergency services is about
  

 4   two percent of what we pay for all of our emergency services.
  

 5               So the concern is if it grows, because it may
  

 6   incentivize folks to not network with us.  But if it doesn't
  

 7   grow, then the lift isn't as heavy on the financial side.
  

 8   It's more on the reporting side.
  

 9               So I think at this point, and you guys know me, I
  

10   will come out hard against something if I think that it's a
  

11   PEBP killer, which I thought that other bill was.  This
  

12   one -- This one does concern me from on operational
  

13   standpoint but not as much from a cost standpoint because I
  

14   don't know if people are going to naturally stop providing
  

15   emergency services in network to try to get paid more.
  

16   Although we do have some folks that do.
  

17               And so at this time I still haven't gotten in
  

18   front of the sponsor.  I hate coming out against a bill when
  

19   I didn't get a chance to speak to the sponsor.  I feel it's
  

20   kind of disrespectful to them in their process.  And so I
  

21   would like a chance to sit with them.  But I can take the
  

22   message from the board that we don't want to do this if it
  

23   remains the way that it is.
  

24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.
  

25               So, Tom, it sounds like Damon would like us to
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 1   stay neutral.
  

 2               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes.  Tom Verducci for the
  

 3   record.  That's what I wanted to hear from Damon.  I wasn't
  

 4   sure that if perhaps we took opposition to 382 if it would
  

 5   give Damon a little more juice to go out and speak on behalf
  

 6   of PEBP.  So I'm okay with neutral or opposition.  I'm fine
  

 7   with neutral.  And if the other board members want to discuss
  

 8   perhaps an opposition.  I'm fine with neutral.
  

 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you, Tom.
  

10               Do we have anything else to discuss on Agenda
  

11   Item Number 4?
  

12               Okay.  Let's go ahead and close Agenda Item
  

13   Number 4 and go to Agenda Item Number 5, public comment.
  

14               Seeing none, I'll close Agenda Item Number 5 and
  

15   move to Agenda Item Number 6.  We are adjourned.
  

16                 (Hearing concluded at 4:05 p.m.)
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 1   STATE OF NEVADA     )
                       )ss.

 2   CARSON CITY         )
  

 3
  

 4             I, CHRISTY Y. JOYCE, Official Court Reporter for
  

 5   the State of Nevada, Public Employees' Benefits Program
  

 6   Board, do hereby certify:
  

 7             That on Thursday, the 20th day of April, 2017, I
  

 8   was present at PEBP offices, 901 S. Stewart Street, Carson
  

 9   City, Nevada, for the purpose of reporting in verbatim
  

10   stenotype notes the within-entitled meeting;
  

11             That the foregoing transcript, consisting of pages
  

12   1 through 45, inclusive, includes a full, true and correct
  

13   transcription of my stenotype notes of said public meeting.
  

14
  

15             Dated at Reno, Nevada, this 6th day of May, 2017.
  

16
  

17
  

18                                    ________________________
                                     CHRISTY Y. JOYCE, CCR

19                                     Nevada CCR #625
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